
Winter village made of corrugated
cardboard
Instructions No. 1808

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 45 Minutes

An impressive decoration, which nevertheless radiates a slightly rustic charm. With a few materials and a
few hand movements, the small winter village is made and can be decorated on the windowsill or a chest
of drawers with a little diamond snow.

Download the free motif template, print it out and transfer the fir trees and house fronts to the Corrugated board. Cut it all
out. Tip: You can carefully cut out the windows and doors of the houses with aCutter knife or scalpel. It is best to place a
Cutting mat under the Corrugated board. 

With some paint you can add some colour accents if necessary. Now plug the firs into each other. To connect the house
fronts, take a piece of the remaining one Corrugated board and remove the first layer of paper. Cut strips about 6 mm wide
and fold them once in the middle. Now glue the strips with a little Handicraft glue from the back from top to bottom as a
connection between the houses 

Finally, a mini LED light chain is glued to the front of the house from behind with some hot glue.

Must Have

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/diamant-schnee-a51023/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-cutting-mat-hobby-a3026/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

862110 Corrugated board blank, 2-flute 1

133319 Scalpel, approx. 15 cm 1

755627-01 VBS Chalky Outdoor Color, 100 mlAntique White 1

755627-09 VBS Chalky Outdoor Color, 100 mlAntique Green 1

111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1

Corrugated board blank, 2-flute

2,49 €
(1 m2 = 10,92 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/corrugated-board-blank-2-flute-a194029/
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